CHECKLIST

ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS USED

a. Abbreviations following the source reference:

[B] publication written in English
[F] publication written in French
[G] publication written in German

- (no indication): publication written in Dutch

(Indicating the kind of data)

CN Comparative Notes
D Dictionary
Gr Grammar
GN Grammatical Notes (these usually include general notes, N)
GS Grammatical Sketch
L Lexical data scattered through the text
N General Notes
Ph Phonology
Te Texts
Wl Wordlist

(Indicating the type of study)

A Anthropological
BT Bible Translation
Cl Classificatory
Cp Comparative
DS Dialect Study
S Survey
SL Socio-Linguistic
T Typological

- (no indication): Descriptive

b. Other:

U Unpublished source (followed by its reference number in the Bibliography)
+
More than
-
Less than
i
Approximately